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THE CHALLENGE
The importance of Environmental, Health, Safety and Sustainability
programs within organizations has never been so unambiguous as
it is today. The current myriad of regulatory and supply chain issues
brought on by a perfect storm of the escalating climate crisis and
the ongoing pandemic has spurred an increasingly urgent demand
for environmentally and socially responsible decision making by
companies of all sizes and in all corners of the planet. Regulatory
compliance is a constantly moving target, and the expectation to
not only meet, but exceed the requirements of domestic policies,
overseas regulations, and the mandates of public scrutiny is now
a given. Stakeholders, employees, vendors, and consumers alike
want to see the transparent evidence that environmental, social,
and corporate governance (ESG) factors are addressed in the
forward-thinking actions of all organizations.
This demand has expedited the push for investment strategies that take ESG
factors into account, leading to a watershed year for sustainable investment
funds in 2020. Since the first issuance of a green bond—a fixed-income
instrument designed to support specific climate-related or environmental
projects—came to European markets in 2007, the green financial sector has
seen precipitous growth year-over-year, reaching the trillion-dollar mark in
December 2020. And according to a report by the Climate Bond Initiative, the
global issuance of green bonds in the ESG market is on track to have added
between $400 to $500 billion in investments in green funds for 2021 alone.
Businesses and investors are making these investments in sustainable funds
because they have proven to stand up in unpredictable markets and they allow
businesses to invest in tools and strategies that allow them to be elastic and
resilient for whatever comes next.
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It is against this backdrop that historically siloed EHS teams within
organizations are expected to adapt, grow, and deliver results to a degree not
experienced before. These teams are now charged with figuring out how to
meet these new demands within budget constraints and under closer scrutiny
from the C-suite and stakeholders alike. These factors, along with heightened
expectations for EHS KPIs to align with overall business goals, means that EHS
teams will now need to think bigger, aggregate new data, prioritize tasks,
set benchmarks, make real-time adjustments to maximize efficiencies, and
clearly communicate their benchmark achievements every step of the way. It
is no easy ask and no two organizational structures are the same—with complex
and often siloed data sets, differing requirements and priorities in each sector,
and unique workflows and communication channels for each task. Efficient
tools and techniques are required to keep it all organized.
At the National Association for Environmental, Health and Safety, and
Sustainability Management (NAEM) 2019 InnoTech Conference, “effective
management of EHS data,” “searching for software solutions,” and the
“successful integration of systems within companies,” were a primary focus.
The wrap-up report from that conference revealed that “software integration is
the top purchase criteria for those returning to the market.” It was summarized
that to manage increasingly complex organizational design and global
operations, “the best approach may not be a software system, but a software
ecosystem.” 1 Backing this finding, the Verdantix report on Green Quadrant:
EHS Software 2021, found that “the last several years have seen spending on
EHS software grow in value to exceed $1.3 billion,” with the “market landscape
transformed into a commercial battleground involving the world’s largest
technology investment funds.”

NAEM Staff. Five Big Ideas from NAEM’s 2019 InnoTech Conference. NAEM.org, Mar. 18, 2019. https://
www.naem.org/connect/blog/read/green-tie/2019/03/18/five-big-ideas-from-innotech-conference
1
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Where some of the larger software packages are designed to replace all
working EHS systems within an organization, other targeted solutions establish
a centralized control hub that can bring together disparate systems while
maintaining already working processes. A key differentiator between the
growing array of product offerings seems to be the inclusion of “EHS training
content and active related support…with strong dedication to customer
success,”2 as a major distinguisher for positive customer experience and
retention.
But all of this is academic—what really matters is how the right software tool
backed by a strategic method for proactive growth and expert support can and
does empower real world EHS teams to expand their scope and answer the
needs of this moment.

Yaowen Ma, Rodolphe D’Arjuzon, Bill Pennington. Verdantix, Green Quadrant: EHS Software 2021.
Verdantix.com, January 2021.
2
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GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL VALVE TECHNOLOGY MANUFACTURER
The Ask
Over a decade ago, recognizing they were responsible for the
health and welfare of almost three-thousand employees spread
across almost forty countries, a global leader in the engineering
and manufacturing of industrial valve technologies wanted to
strengthen its environmental, health, safety, and sustainability
culture, while simultaneously bringing EHS initiatives into direct
alignment with business goals. Faced with this lofty undertaking,
they acknowledged the need for a data driven approach that would
efficiently be able to convey the importance of their work and track
the goal-oriented progress of each department—toward, ultimately,
bringing ESG concerns and overall business plans into alignment.
The Answer
Capaccio Environmental Engineering, Inc. (CAPACCIO) was hired to help the
internal EHS team to organize, achieve, and exceed the objectives that were,
and continue to be, an integral part of this greater corporate task. The first goal
identified in this process was the unification and consistent tracking of various
material usage and metrics that could be used to demonstrate compliance
with regulatory and corporate requirements. Working closely together, the
company’s internal EHS team and CAPACCIO team members diligently
gathered internal department chemical usage and reporting data, global vendor
purchasing data, utility usage information, and waste disposal data to input
into a centralized data collection system. Over the years, and as technologies
have improved, this valve technology company has transitioned to utilizing
CAPACCIO’s EHS-Dashboard™ software to manage its data centralization,
tracking and management needs.
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A second goal in the process was to establish a compliance calendar that
would remind and assist the internal EHS team to accomplish various tasks
associated with regulatory and corporate requirements. Once reminders were
automated and the EHS team could focus on the results coming in, it was
evident that the harmonized way of tracking tasks and metrics improved the
amount and quality of the data they had at their fingertips. This efficiency
allows the internal EHS team to review, improve, and demonstrate its material
use choices and processes, and how they positively impact the corporate
objective of aligning ESG goals with business goals. The ability to have this
data readily accessible and in a centralized location enables the internal EHS
team to identify potential regulatory discrepancies and risks to the company
and allows them to proactively address them before they become an issue.
Once the company transitioned to using CAPACCIO’s EHS-Dashboard™,
a third data centralization goal emerged. The company desired to directly
integrate the EHS-Dashboard™ with its utility bills to track its electricity and
natural gas usage and costs in real time. Being able to integrate historical and
current data allowed the company to generate baseline metrics and set goals
that would help them meet corporate sustainability and business objectives.
The internal EHS team now demonstrates how their year-over-year energy
focused projects, such as compressed air leak monitoring, have positively
impacted energy usage. Having real-time and readily accessible information
for stakeholders has also helped to communicate the successes of these
EHS team driven process efficiencies throughout the organization. Recently, a
fourth goal around corporate system harmonization is emerging as even more
departments seek to bring their teams and existing programs together into one
cohesive system.
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The Results
By recognizing the need and implementing systems for the centralization
of data and programs, including the utilization of the EHS-Dashboard™, the
internal EHS team, backed by CAPACCIO, has been able to implement programs
and workflows that create a consistent, transparent, and informational
backbone to accomplish and deliver results in alignment with overall corporate
ESG and business goals.
These programs and workflows have also had the added value of enhancing
awareness around the corporate safety culture and sustainability goals.
Additionally, the internal EHS team has the confidence knowing that as EHS
obligations are added and expanded over time, this framework will scale for the
measuring, meeting, and exceeding of new goals. Ultimately, all of this duediligence and groundwork performed throughout the past decade has helped to
prepare the company for attractive acquisition offers with increased valuation
potential.
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GLOBAL BIOPHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPER
The Ask
With over 1,500 employees that speak over 20 languages in
offices across dozens of countries around the world—this growing
biopharmaceutical research and development company needed
to build a comprehensive EHS program that could be seamlessly
interwoven with corporate business decisions from the ground up.
Having worked with CAPACCIO at a previous company, the new
(and first) Director of EHS for this organization knew that together
they could create an ambitious and scalable EHS system that
would provide a quantitative look at risk management across
the entire company. With a new manufacturing plant coming
online, the Director wanted to be proactive about managing risks
associated with the many tasks under his EHS purview. He knew
that risk assessment is about identifying and addressing potential
problems before they can become active problems. With the full
support of his C-Suite, this EHS Director was given the power and
budget to develop a holistic EHS management system that was “as
sophisticated as the pharmaceutical products the company was
producing.” This is when he tapped CAPACCIO to help him realize
his ambitious vision.
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The Answer
Using the EHS-Dashboard™ as a foundation, CAPACCIO worked with the
company EHS team to develop and customize an EHS Risk Register that
addressed their unique structural needs and identified potential EHS risks
across the organization that could derail business objectives. The risk register
was built to include information about each risk—such as the nature of the risk,
the potential level of impact, who owns the risk, and what are the risk response
mitigation measures in place. Documenting their global EHS risks using a
single risk register gave them a centralized place to see all of the potential
problem points ranked by severity along with the ability to prioritize resources
to address them. Additionally, having this data in a cloud-based, easily
accessible, and transparent system, not only allows them to rank and prioritize
company risks, but also be able to easily share that information with different
departments and engage them in mitigating specific risks associated with their
operations.
Once the Risk Assessment had been implemented, the EHS Director and his
team began thinking of other sustainability metrics that could be tracked and
reported on under the EHS umbrella. It was quickly determined that if they
could track incidents through the EHS-Dashboard™, the EHS team could gather
and report on data that would allow them to track safety metrics that impact
the company overall. In collaboration with CAPACCIO, the company worked
to establish safety metric tracking based on real-time incident reporting. The
tracking of companywide leading indicators of potential employee welfare
issues, such as near misses, good catches, or repeat inspection deficiencies,
has allowed the team to see and act immediately to ensure global employee
welfare.
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As they are still in growth mode, chemical usage is a third area the company
realized could benefit from having solid and reliable tracking methods in
place. They knew that chemical acquisition, storage, and processing needed
to be closely monitored for both regulatory and financial reporting purposes.
By utilizing month-over-month usage and waste data, they have begun to
establish material usage baselines. This transparent, on-going, and real-time
measurement of chemical usage and waste allows not only the EHS team,
but also those in the C-Suite, to have a bird’s eye view of the ebb and flow of
processes across the entire organization. This has directly facilitated proactive
production decisions that affect the bottom line.
This metrics driven vantage on global operations, coupled with the direct
impact across departments and disciplines, has enabled EHS to be placed at
the heart of business decision making.
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Looking Forward
Having established a centralized role in the organization, the forward-thinking
Director of EHS is now asking “what else can we use this for?” Looking ahead,
he is excited to continue to partner with CAPACCIO to look at the big picture
and create Global EHS & Sustainability goals that align with the company’s
ambitious sustainability plan. He sees the platform as a tool that can be used to
set and track not only long-term sustainability goals, but as the tool to take his
expanding EHS vision into the future.
In many ways, for CAPACCIO, this client case was a perfect combination
of working with a Director of EHS who came with a clear vision of how to
strategically develop his team and program while being backed by a company
that had empowered them to create meaningful EHS initiatives that stretch well
beyond the historically limited role of EHS into the company’s C-Suite.
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GLOBAL FIBER LASER MANUFACTURER
The Ask
This leading company in the design and manufacture of fiber lasers
and laser component systems for use across a wide range of
industries has manufacturing and sales locations across the globe.
As the company expanded, so did the recognition that a centralized
data collection hub would allow them to efficiently and proactively
manage global operations and EHS compliance requirements.
The Answer
This client had worked with CAPACCIO for several years with a tight focus
on managing chemical tracking in the EHS-Dashboard™. Perceiving that the
software had additional capabilities that could help the EHS team beyond just
chemical tracking, the company enlisted CAPACCIO’s team to help broaden
the scope of how the software could be used to gain a comprehensive picture
of operational data. CAPACCO started by asking questions about how data
was being tracked and what forms, reports, and possible uses needed to be
addressed immediately.
By mapping the sources and sites of chemical usage, safety inspections,
utilities, health & safety metrics, and incident reporting data throughout the
organization, CAPACCIO gained a better picture of the company’s structural
processes and how they could be funneled into one comprehensive system.
Repeat compliance reporting was automated where possible, and potential risk
points and bottlenecks are being highlighted and streamlined.
CAPACCIO continues to help the client consolidate companywide processes
within the software tool with a focus on goal-oriented utilization of the system.
This requires ongoing consultation to change the cultural mindset of both the
EHS team and stakeholders toward a proactive approach to using its data.
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Next Steps
The customizable nature of CAPACCIO’s involvement with this client has
enabled the support they offer to grow along with the needs of the organization.
CAPACCIO’s holistic approach to EHS support has proven conducive to
proactive engagement with the company, allowing for greater impact on its
overall business objectives.
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CONCLUSION
These three active client case studies demonstrate the value of
utilizing an EHS software system that comes with the market
differentiator of targeted support for the end user. As emphasized
by the ongoing pandemic and near constant reminder of climate
change, organizational systems need to be elastic, responsive, and
forward thinking to survive.
The software tools utilized to build a foundation for data management need
to be both robust enough to integrate with varying systems and processes
around the world and customizable enough to focus on the specific needs of
each unique company. Rigidity in design, implementation, and use will only go
so far and last so long before new circumstances require a different approach.
Flexibility is key—and a holistic vantage on how systems and services can
evolve with the needs of the moment will be the bellwether for lasting,
sustainable organizations.
Whether a company is assessing its current systems, prioritizing programs, or
optimizing for strategic growth—data is the primary driver of understanding
where you’ve been, where you are, and where you’re trying to go. CAPACCIO’s
EHS-Dashboard™ software platform, along with the reliable support and
strategic consultation services they provide, have been proven to meet and
exceed the changing needs of a wide range of organizations working toward a
sustainable corporate future.
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EHS SYSTEM SOFTWARE & PROGRAM SOLUTIONS FROM CAPACCIO
After 30 years in the trenches of the EHS industry, Capaccio
Environmental Engineering, Inc., has developed the strategic method
and software tool to specifically address the challenges of creating
a proactive, integrated EHS program head on. From assessment
to implementation, the combination of the EHS-Dashboard™ SaaS
software platform with the award winning EHS+ Optimize strategy,
can provide a single source, scalable solution to the overarching
challenges that EHS teams and programs of all sizes face in 2022
and beyond.
CAPACCIO’s EHS-DASHBOARD™ is the tailor-made tool developed by industry
engineers and scientists after decades of trial and error. One of CAPACCIO’s
certified field experts described it as “the tool I wish I’d had when I started in
this industry twenty years ago.”
Highly customizable to fit your organizations specific needs, this cloud-based
software platform offers real-time data sourcing, integration, and analysis to
enable EHS teams to stop focusing on where they’ve been and instead work
proactively toward where they want to go.
A major advantage of CAPACCIO’s solution over other software systems, is
that the EHS-Dashboard™ has the ability to integrate with, rather than replace,
other established systems that work for a specific purpose—and it is supported
by a team of true EHS professionals that understand how to modify and
align systems to meet these growing needs. This allows for the creation of a
centralized data hub without having to change out existing systems that would
drive up costs and create unnecessary disruption.
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• Intuitive interface around a centralized database that can pull data from
disparate systems
• Proactive planning for benchmarks and reports with linked permits and
action items
• Real-time data sourcing and tracking of applicable data streams for
specific usage
• Automation of routine processes to save time and effort on busy work
• Reduced human error with automated calculations and heightened data
integrity
• Year-over-year tracking of trends for internal reporting and a high-level
view
EHS+ OPTIMIZE has recently undergone a name change as the result
of its growing success and the scope of its reach. Under the name,
Program Optimization Strategy, this method was Winner of the 2019
Environmental Business Journal’s – Business Achievement New Practice
Award, in recognition of the ambitious efforts to create a novel solution for
participating clients.
Designed to help organizations assess and prioritize the efficiency of their
EHS programs for meaningful change and integrated growth, this datadriven strategy has been proven to:
• Increase Employee Engagement
• Create Trusted Transparency
• Demonstrate Value Creation
• Strengthen Operational Efficiencies
• Foster Industry Leadership
• Contribute to Employee Well-being
• Improve Community Safety
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By taking a systems-based approach and applying algorithmic modeling
to predict the impact of proposed routes toward facilitating priority actions,
this quantitative method helps to focus attention and resources on the best
path that works to maximize overall value. Though no one can predict further
Black Swan type disruptions ahead, a deeper focus on risk management that
stresses the importance of speed, elasticity, and company cohesion around
strategic redesign can help to ensure an organization is not unprepared when
the next surprise comes.
Using this EHS+ Optimize strategy, some of CAPACCIO’s management
clients have risen to the Forbes 500, the Newsweek Green 500, and the World
Economic Forum (WEC) Top 100 World’s Most Sustainable Corporations.
To achieve the potential of what EHS programs can and should be in a more
sustainable corporate culture, EHS professionals need to be able to embrace
the creativity and innovation that can spark bold steps that lift organizations
and entire industries alike. It all boils down to available time and focus. With
the EHS-Dashboard™ and EHS+ Optimize program from CAPACCIO, these
two invaluable resources can be reallocated back toward the alignment of
sustainability with overall business demands.
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About Capaccio Environmental Engineering, Inc.
Since our founding in 1992, we have helped companies of all sizes to continuously grow, be competitive
and move the needle towards a sustainable future. Our years of deep experience and unflagging belief in
our mission to “help industry and the environment prosper,” drive every engagement we enter. Our award
winning track record and core values of integrity, dedication, commitment and responsiveness make us a
great firm to work with.
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